Meet The Finalist for Two Steel Excellence Awards

Eco Pickled Surface, EPS, is the new replacement for acid pickling that leaves steel scale-free, remarkably clean
and rust resistant with no need for a protective oil coating. It does this in an environmentally responsible manner
and, as demonstrated in production with the new generation EPS cell (above), in a very economical manner.
That's why EPS was named a finalist for AMM's 2011 Awards for Steel Excellence in two categories.

Best Innovation Award
A proven, practical replacement for acid
pickling, EPS offers both flexibility and
opportunity to steel service centers, toll
processors and mills. The new EPS Cell can
be configured into both coil and sheet
processing lines, as well as replace the acid
tanks in existing acid pickling lines. Its
modular design means line capacity can
be increased by adding additional cells.
Compared to acid pickling, EPS offers:
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a footprint that's 50% smaller,
a 20% savings in capital cost,
a 30% savings in operating cost.

Because EPS-processed steel is completely interchangeable with
HRPO or pickled dry, it's 'ready to go' in end users' manufacturing
processes. In fact, EPS users prefer its superior paint performance,
consistent surface roughness - optimized for their needs - and its
rust resistance with no need for oil or other coating.

Environmental Responsibility
and Stewardship Award
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EPS replaces conventional pickling and
its caustic, hazardous acids, with ordinary
water and clean steel grit. No employee
protection, spent liquor disposal or site
certification issues with EPS and facilities
aren't degraded by acidic fumes. Acid
pickling also burns large quantities of
fossil fuels, whereas EPS is 'all electric.'
EPS is truly a 'green steel' process.

EPS end users appreciate that EPS-processed steel requires no
protective oil film, so they no longer need solvents to strip off oil.
They also find their paint pretreatment solution can be used for
much longer periods since there's so little contamination from
EPS-processed steel.
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